INTER-UNIVERSAL GLOBAL SUPPORT GROUP
WITH PATRICIA FIELDS, PSYD
2022
ADVANCED SPIRITUAL GROUP WORK APPLICATION
Note: to current or former members of the Earthkeepers or Spiritual Law Group, you can skip #1, 5, 7
questions.

NAME
ADDRESS
PHONE NUMBERS
EMAIL

1. Prior contact with me (E.G. Sessions, workshops, groups, trips)

2. Why would you like to participate in this group?

3. Describe your spiritual orientation at this time (E.G., lineage, daily practices, Guides or anything
that would let me know more about you as a spiritual being)

4. Do you have a sense of life purpose or destiny? If so, please describe. Also do you have a sense
of being an Earth Keeper?

5. Is the orientation of your field more directed to the dimensions, magnetic grids, Earth of you,
Magical Realms or some other world? If so, explain a bit.

6. Is your field oriented to working in the celestial, galactic, universal, or inter-universal realms?
Have you worked in those realms before individually or in a group? Describe in your own words
briefly.

7. What is your experience working energetically in a group? Please describe. When working in a
group, was there some way the group got interconnected? If so, explain (E.G., what practice did
you use) Are you familiar with working in group alchemy or sacred geometry?

8. Describe how you contact your Higher Self, Guides or intuition.

9. Please describe what aspects of your Shadow side manifest in a group and how you have
learned to handle that.

10. Please describe your interpersonal communication assets and weaknesses.

What times are you available? Please check all that apply. (List the time in MST zone format only)

_____Monday evening beginning at what time ______MST

____ Monday am beginning at ____

_____Tuesday evening beginning at what time? ____MST

_____Tuesday am beginning at ____

_____Wednesday evening beginning at what time ____MST

_____Wednesday am beginning at ___

_____Thursday evening beginning at what time ____MST

_____Saturday morning beginning at what time ______MST

When complete send to fieldspatricia@comcast.net or patrice@spirit-evolving.com. I suggest the
Genius Scan app for your phone as an easy way to use your cell phone camera to take a picture of your
response and send it to me.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR INTEREST AND TIME IN FILLING OUT THIS APPLICATION. I WILL NOTIFY YOU OF
YOUR APPLICATION STATUS AS SOON AS I AM ABLE. ACCEPTANCE INTO THE GROUP IS SUBJECT TO
SIGNING AN AGREEMENT TO THE GROUP’S STRUCTURE AND FORMAT WHICH YOU WILL RECEIVE UPON
ACCEPTANCE.
Class fee: $50 per class. Class registration is mandatory even if you cannot attend live. All classes are
recorded.

